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In strongly coupled supersymmetric SO(Nc) gauge theories with Nf -quarks for Nc − 2 ≤ Nf (≤
3(Nc− 2)/2), their low-energy physics can be described by Nambu-Goldstone superfields associated
with dynamical flavor symmetry breaking, which should be compared with the absence of flavor
symmetry breaking in the conventional description in terms of magnetic degrees of freedom. The
presence of the flavor symmetry breaking is confirmed by the well-known instanton effects in SO(Nc)
with Nf = Nc − 2, which are also described by our proposed effective superpotential. For Nf ≥
Nc − 1, our effective superpotentials utilize baryonic configurations as well as mesons composed of
two quarks. The baryonic configurations are supplied by “diquarks” made of Nc − 1 quarks for
Nf = Nc − 1 and by baryons composed of Nc quarks for Nc ≥ Nf . It is argued that our effective
superpotentials exhibit the holomorphic decoupling property, the anomaly-matching property and
correct description of instanton effects in SO(Nc) when Nf − Nc + 2 quarks become massive if
Nf ≥ Nc − 1.
PACS numbers: PACS: 11.15.Ex, 11.15.Tk, 11.30.Rd, 11.30.Pb
I. INTRODUCTION
It is our understanding that strongly coupled N=1 supersymmetric (SUSY) gauge theories exhibit the N = 1
duality [1]. The N = 1 duality is based on the physical significance of the “magnetic” degrees of freedom such as
monopoles and dyons in the low-energy description instead of the ordinary “electric” degrees of freedom such as
mesons and baryons made of “electric” quarks. The discovery of this N = 1 duality has been brought about by the
well-understood duality in N = 2 SUSY gauge theories [2]. In order to clarify what are the magnetic degrees of
freedom in the N = 1 SUSY physics, one can perturb the corresponding N = 2 SUSY physics [3] to have effectively
generated N = 1 SUSY theories, where the “electric” quarks and gluons in N = 2 SUSY theories are known to be
continuously deformed into the “magnetic” quarks and gluons in the corresponding N = 1 SUSY theories. However,
it is not possible to reproduce the N = 1 duality in all cases since N = 2 SUSY theories are too constrained to cover
all theories based on the N = 1 duality. For example, in supersymmetri quantum chromodynamics (SQCD) with
Nc-colors and Nf -flavors, the N = 2 duality only provides the N=1 duality [1, 4] for SQCD with 3Nc/2 < Nf (<
3Nc), whose physics is characterized by an interacting Coulomb phase [5]. For SQCD with (Nc + 2 ≤) Nf ≤ 3Nc/2,
there is no direct support from the N = 2 SQCD. One can only assure the validity of the N = 1 duality by listing up
various indirect evidences [6] including those from brane constructions in string theory [7]. Furthermore, the recent
analysis [8] on N = 1 SUSY SO(Nc) gauge theories (with Nf < 3(Nc− 2)) [9, 10] obtained form the explicit breaking
of N = 2 SUSY theories indicates that physics near the Chebyshev point is found to be characterized by the presence
of dynamical flavor symmetry breaking. This conclusion should be contrasted with the one with the absence of flavor
symmetry breaking in the N=1 duality although it is still possible to expect that the Chebyshev point may merge with
the ordinary singular point in the N = 1 SUSY limit and that the flavor symmetry breaking phase may disappear.
In view of these circumstances, we have probed the possible alternative description (as the “electric” description)
[11, 12, 13] to the one based on the N = 1 duality (as the “magnetic” description) and have found the consistent
description in terms of the Nambu-Goldstone superfields in SQCD [12] and SUSY SO(Nc) gauge theories (forNf ≥ Nc)
[13]. The N = 1 duality ensures the absence of flavor symmetry breaking while our alternative description requires
the presence of flavor symmetry breaking. These two descriptions theoretically coexist to specify possible different
phases of the same gauge theories as much as the same way that QCD with two flavors theoretically allows both
symmetry-preserving phase with massless proton and neutron and symmetry-breaking phase with massless pions.
Our description is at least applied to physics based on the N = 1 duality accompanied by no direct support from the
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2N = 2 duality such as SQCD for Nc + 2 ≤ Nf ≤ 3Nc/2.
To make dynamical flavor symmetry breaking more visible in strongly coupled SUSY gauge theories crucially
depends on the inclusion of a composite superfield (S) made of two chiral gauge superfields [27] introduced in Ref.[15].
It is usually neglected to analyze low-energy behavior of SUSY gauge theories because it is heavy and decoupled.
However, this decoupling is understood only after the vacuum structure is determined by effective dynamics and it
is not theoretically consistent to exclude S when the magnitude of its mass is unknown. Furthermore, the use of S
correctly describes the instanton physics in N = 1 SUSY theories, which is one of our main concerns in this article.
Our superpotentials constructed along this line of thought in fact have provided the consistent vacuum structure
with the instanton effects [12, 13] and have revealed the existence of the vacuum located away from the origin of a
moduli space, where Nambu-Goldstone superfields show up. The anomaly-matching conditions [16] are automatically
satisfied by the emergence of the Nambu-Goldstone superfields [17].
One may raise objections to our conclusion of the existence of the symmetry-breaking phase. These include the
followings:
1. While there is no rigorous proof of the N = 1 duality in some cases, its conclusion has been established by
various evidences and the other conclusion such as the one in this article should be derived from a very massive
number of reasonings to be convinced.
2. Because our proposed superpotential turns out to allow a symmetry preserving vacuum, the dynamics does not
force nonzero vacuum expectation values (VEV’s) of mesons and/or baryons.
3. Since the origin of the moduli space is a supersymmetric minimum, then flavor symmetries are not necessarily
broken.
4. Since the maximal flavor symmetry is allowed in the N = 1 duality, the anomaly-matching is guaranteed and,
if one insists that the SUSY gauge theory possesses the symmetry-breaking phase characterized by dynamical
breakdown of the flavor symmetry, the anomaly-matching is automatically satisfied in any subgroups.
5. Since some of flavor-singlets such as det(T ) with T being flavored mesons turn out to identically vanish for
Nf > Nc in the classical limit, any superpotentials built out of these quantities are not so well-defined.
These statements sound true. However, one may carefully consider the following situations:
1. There are a number of established evidences but all of these are indirect in the SUSY theories with no direct
proof of the validity of the N = 1 duality and we will show the direct evidence in the SO(Nc) gauge theory with
Nf = Nc − 2 that the presence of the dynamical flavor symmetry breaking is just a remnant of the instanton
physics realized in the dynamics for the “electric” quarks [18].
2. It is well known that any solutions determined from an appropriate superpotential yield correct SUSY vacua of
the theory and there is no physical significance that picks up the symmetry preserving solution among vacuum
solutions. The inclusion of baryonic degrees of freedom [28] allows us to have a solution with nonzero VEV’s as
in SQCD with Nf = Nc.
3. It is dynamically true only if the ’t Hooft anomaly-matching conditions are satisfied. If the ’t Hooft anomaly-
matching conditions are not satisfied at the origin of the moduli space, then the theory is unstable at the
origin. Usually, this instability is removed by the appearance of the magnetic degrees of freedom but it may also
trigger the symmetry-breaking so that the flavor symmetry breaks all the way down to the point, where all the
anomalies are saturated by the Nambu-Goldstone superfields associated with this symmetry breaking. There are
ordinary Nambu-Goldstone bosons that saturate the anomalies of broken chiral symmetries. In the SUSY gauge
theories, there are also massless fermions contained in the Nambu-Goldstone superfields, whose anomalies must
match with those of residual chiral symmetries. If all of the anomalies are balanced, then dynamical symmetry
breakdown ceases proceeding further at this point [17].
4. The presence of unbroken flavor symmetries is guaranteed only in the “magnetic” phase and the appearance of
broken flavor symmetries in the “electric” phase needs an additional check by the anomaly matching procedure.
5. There has been such a superpotential of this type constructed in SQCD with Nf=Nc + 1, which satisfies all of
consistency conditions imposed by the present theoretical knowledge [17]; therefore, this quantum superpotential,
which is classically ill-defined, can correctly describe strongly coupled SQCD.
3It is, therefore, not so surprising that the instability of the SUSY gauge theories can be removed by generating
Nambu-Goldstone superfields.
Furthermore, if one admits the presence of the Higgs phase in any gauge theories with matters in fundamental
representations of the gauge group, there is a corresponding confining phase smoothly connected from the Higgs
phase [19] by complementarity, the duality between the Higgs and confining phases [16, 20]. Therefore, if one can
consistently construct a superpotential describing physics in the confining phase and respecting the complementarity,
a strongly coupled SUSY gauge theory can be characterized by “electric” degrees of freedom instead of “magnetic”
degrees of freedom. Since it will be shown that the “magnetic” description is not necessarily required to understand
physics of the SO(Nc) theory with Nf = Nc − 2, which is to be described by an effective superpotential in terms of
mesons (and baryons), it is of great importance to examine whether the “magnetic” description is a must or not in
other SO(Nc) theories with Nc − 1 ≤ Nf ≤ 3(Nc − 2)/2 [29].
In this paper, we would like to discuss dynamical properties of the SUSY SO(Nc) gauge theories in order to
demonstrate that strongly coupled SUSY gauge theories possess an “electric” phase characterized by dynamical
breakdown of flavor symmetries in addition to the conventional “magnetic” phase based on the N = 1 duality. New
results from the SUSY SO(Nc) gauge theory with Nf = Nc−1 are included to show the appearance of flavor symmetry
breaking and of holomorphic decoupling for Nc− 2 ≤ Nf ≤ 3(Nc− 2)/2. The correct implementation of the instanton
physics serves as one of our guiding principle to construct effective superpotentials, which is easily accomplished by
employing S [15]. It is found that its consistent decoupling is realized by the existence of a flavor-singlet superfield
orthogonal to the Nambu-Goldstone mode.
We first show the evidence of the emergence of the flavor symmetry breaking in the “electric” phase by constructing
and examining our effective superpotential in the SO(Nc) theory with Nf = Nc − 2. The flavor symmetry breaking
of SU(Nf) → SO(Nf ) is indeed induced by the instanton effects. This flavor symmetry breaking is not respected
by the N = 1 duality. The usual N = 1 duality explains the physics of this SO(Nc) theory by introducing two
monopoles and an additional flavor-singlet chiral “gauge” superfield [10], which saturate all the anomalies arising
from the unbroken flavor symmetries. The anomaly-matching is associated with the presence of the residual chiral
U(1)R symmetry (shown in Table I) as an anomaly-free chiral U(1) symmetry. In our case, it is taken care of by the
Nambu-Goldstone superfields and can be easily seen by invoking the old duality known as complementarity, which
calls for the additional flavor singlet chiral “gauge” superfield as well, corresponding to the SO(2) gauge superfield
contained in SO(Nc) in the Higgs phase.
The flavor symmetry is given by
G = SU(Nf)× U(1)R, (1)
under which chiral quark superfields of QiA and chiral gauge superfields of W[AB] transform according to Table I [30].
We find the following patterns of dynamical flavor symmetry breaking:
G→ SO(Nf )× U(1)R, (2)
for Nf = Nc − 2,
G→ SO(Nf ), (3)
for Nf = Nc − 1 and Nf = Nc, and
G→ SO(Nc)× SU(Nf −Nc)× U(1)′R, (4)
for Nf ≥ Nc+1, where U(1)′R is a remnant of U(1)R. We also discuss the holomorphic decoupling property exhibited
by a series of our effective superpotentials for Nf ≥ Nc − 2, which are continuously linked to those for Nf < Nc − 2
discussed in Ref.[9], where dynamical flavor symmetry breaking occurs.
We emphasize that, for Nf ≥ Nc − 1, where baryons are included, to find the spontaneous symmetry-breaking
solution, we rely upon the plausible theoretical expectation that the SUSY theory has a smooth limit to the SUSY-
preserving phase from the SUSY-breaking phase. This expectation is based on the fact that the real physics is all
lies in a SUSY breaking phase if there is SUSY at all. Namely, any mathematically rigorous proof that resides on the
exact SUSY loses its power when SUSY is broken. Since any SUSY vacua are equally acceptable as ground states,
to select a correct one among these vacua is only possible by examine physics with broken SUSY, which may be
compared with the observed physics that indeed does not respect SUSY. However, since such a non-supersymmetric
deformation in a SUSY theory generally leads to qualitatively different types of physics from the SUSY physics, one
has to check that the obtained SUSY vacuum in the SUSY limit of the non-supersymmetric vacuum possesses a
consistent property with that of the SUSY theory. We provide two consistent checks: one is to examine that the
proposed effective superpotential yields the predicted SUSY vacuum and the other is to examine that the expected
4physical spectrum realized on the SUSY vacuum respects the anomaly-matching property. Once we find the location
of the correct SUSY vacuum, we simply adopt this vacuum configuration at the startup and we can construct an
effective theory residing on the SUSY vacuum without recourse to the non-supersymmetric deformation.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, effective superpotentials are constructed by following the classic
method developed in Ref.[15, 21, 22]. In Sec. III-Sec. V, we discuss the dynamics of SUSY SO(Nc) gauge theories
based on the effective superpotentials proposed in Sec. II, respectively, for Nf = Nc − 2, Nf = Nc − 1 and Nf ≥ Nc.
In Sec.
II. EFFECTIVE SUPERPOTENTIALS
Our effective superpotentials consist of composite superfields made of quarks and gluons, which are mesons made
of quarks:
T ij =
Nc∑
A=1
QiAQ
j
A, (5)
and a composite superfield made of two chiral gauge superfields:
S =
g2
32π2
Nc∑
A,B=1
W[AB]W[AB], (6)
with the SO(Nc) gauge coupling, g, where the gauge coupling is explicitly included in S for the sake of the later
discussions. The inclusion of S was advocated by Veneziano and Yankielowicz [15] some times ago while the formulation
without S has been motivated by Afleck, Dine and Seiberg [4]. The role of S is to reproduce the correct amount of
the breaking of an anomalous U(1) symmetry induced by instantons, which may not be physically required since this
symmetry is not a conserved symmetry so that effective interactions need not respect its presence. However, we adopt
the description in terms of S to evaluate the instanton effects by the effective superpotential approach. In addition
to these composites, there are specific baryons depending upon the number of colors and flavors, which are given by
• for Nf = Nc − 2, a chiral flavor-singlet “gauge” superfield made of Nc − 2 quarks and a chiral gauge superfield:
B˜ =
∑
A1...ANc
1
(Nc − 2)!2!ε
A1...ANcQi1A1 . . . Q
iNc−2
ANc−2
W[ANc−1ANc ], (7)
• for Nf = Nc − 1, a “diquark”-like composite made of Nc − 1 quarks transforming as Nc of SO(Nc):
dA =
∑
AA1...ANc
1
(Nc − 1)!ε
AA1...ANc−1Qi1A1 . . . Q
iNc−1
ANc−1
, (8)
which is confined to yield a color-singlet meson of
B =
Nc∑
A=1
dAdA, (9)
• for Nf ≥ Nc, a baryon made of Nc quarks:
B[i1i2...iNc ] =
∑
A1...ANc
1
Nc!
εA1...ANcQi1A1 . . .Q
iNc
ANc
. (10)
All these composite superfields respect the complementarity in our approach. Especially, the first baryon is usually so
selected to satisfy anomaly-matching [9], but now is required by the emergence of a corresponding field in the Higgs
phase.
Our superpotential to be constructed in this section contains f(Z) as a function of a new field Z composed of the
baryonic degrees of freedom for Nf ≥ Nc − 1, which is defined by
Z =
B
det(T )
, (11)
5for Nf = Nc − 1 and
Z =
∑
i1···iNf ,j1···jNf
εi1···iNf εj1···jNfB
[i1···iNc ]T iNc+1jNc+1 · · ·T iNf jNfB[j1···jNc ]
Nc!Nc!(Nf −Nc)!(Nf −Nc)! det (T ) ,
(12)
for Nf ≥ Nc, to be abbreviated to
Z =
BTNf−NcB
det(T )
. (13)
These Z’s are neutral under the entire chiral symmetries including U(1)anom and the Z-dependence of f(Z) cannot
be determined by the symmetry principle. For Nf = Nc − 2, the baryonic B˜ needs not enter in Weff through f(Z).
Its dynamics turns out to be given by a U(1) gauge theory with B˜ as a gauge field since B˜ turns out to be a massless
chiral gauge superfield. In the classical limit, it is readily observed that the new field Z satisfies
Z = 1, (14)
for Nf ≤ Nc. For Nf > Nc, there are no classical limits of superpotentials constructed out of det(T ) and Z. Instead
of Z=1, it can be stated that (
det(T )(T−1)Nf−Nc
)iij1···iNcjNc = B[i1···iNc ]B[j1···jNc ]. (15)
At the same time, det (T )=0 follows.
The classic construction [15, 21, 22] of effective superpotentials (for massless quarks) requires that not only they are
invariant under the transformations of all the symmetries in G of Eq.(1) but also they are compatible with the response
from an anomalous U(1)anom symmetry, namely, δL ∼ Fµν F˜µν , where L represents the lagrangian of the SO(Nc)
theory and Fµν (F˜µν ∼ εµνρσF ρσ) is a gauge field strength. Its SUSY version applied to an effective superpotential,
Weff , becomes
δWeff = −2iNfαS, (16)
where α is the phase associated with U(1)anom. The invariance from U(1)R is stated as δRWeff = 0. Our effective
superpotentials expressed in terms of S, T and f(Z) for the different sets of Nf and Nc, should satisfy
2
(
S
∂Weff
∂S
−Weff
)
+
Nf −Nc − 2
Nf
[
2T
∂Weff
∂T
+ rNc
∂Weff
∂B
]
= 0, (17)
from δRWeff and
2T
∂Weff
∂T
+ rNc
∂Weff
∂B
= 2NfS, (18)
from δWeff , where r=(2, 1) for (Nf=Nc − 1, Nf ≥ Nc).
Considering the invariance from SU(Nf), one can find that Eqs.(17) and (18) are satisfied by
S{ln[SNc−Nf−2 det (T ) /Λ3Nc−Nf−6] + Nf − Nc + 2}. For Nf ≥ Nc − 1, it is obvious that Z of Eqs.(11) and (12)
satisfies 2T (∂Z/∂T ) + rNc(∂Z/∂B) = 0. Furthermore, Sh(Z)(= X) satisfies S∂X/∂S −X = 0, where h(Z) is any
function of Z. It means that Sh(Z) is a solution to Eq.(17) and simultaneously serves as a general solution to Eq.(18).
If quark masses are included, we reach the following effective superpotential with h(Z) = ln f(Z):
Weff = S
{
ln
[
SNc−Nf−2 det (T ) f(Z)
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
]
+Nf −Nc + 2
}
−
Nf∑
i=1
miT
ii, (19)
where Λ is the scale of the SO(Nc) theory and mi is the mass of the i-th quark. It should be noted that det(T ) cannot
be classically defined for Nf > Nc since det(T ) simply described by quarks identically vanishes. However, at the
quantum level, it is possible to have mesons themselves as dynamical freedoms, which yield non-trivial configuration
of det(T ). For Nf ≤ Nc − 2, our approach ends up with the effective superpotential given by [31]
Weff = S
{
ln
[
SNc−Nf−2 det (T )
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
]
+Nf −Nc + 2
}
−
Nf∑
i=1
miT
ii. (20)
6For Nf ≤ Nc − 3, the superpotential of Eq.(20) for massless quarks is equivalent to the one discussed in Ref.[9] after
S is eliminated. Namely, one reaches
W ′eff = −ǫNc−Nf−2 (Nc −Nf − 2)
[
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
det (T )
]1/(Nc−Nf−2)
, (21)
where ǫn (with n = Nf −Nc+2) is the n-th root of unity, which indicates that there is a SUSY minimum at T →∞,
yielding no stable SUSY vacuum. For Nf ≥ Nc − 1, by envisioning the decoupling of S, our superpotentials become
W ′eff = ǫNf−Nc+2 (Nf −Nc + 2)
[
det (T ) f(Z)
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
]1/(Nf−Nc+2)
, (22)
which indicates that the SUSY minimum is located at det (T ) f(Z) = 0.
Let us comment on the use of f(Z) in effective superpotentials [23]. It was first advocated in Ref.[21] to discuss
properties of the N = 1 SQCD with Nf = Nc. The appearance of f(Z) was also encountered in Ref.[6] to demonstrate
the power of symmetries and holomorphy. For the reader’s convenience, we repeat the discussions here. The model is
the simplest Wess-Zumino model with the tree-level superpotential, WWZtree , given by
WWZtree = mφ
2 + hφ3, (23)
where φ, m and h, respectively, have quantum numbers of (1, 1), (−2, 0) and (−3, −1) as two U(1) charges of (U(1),
U(1)R). Since hφ/m is neutral under U(1)× U(1)R, the Z field can be given by
Z = hφ/m. (24)
The symmetries and holomorphy of the effective superpotential, WWZeff , restrict it to be of the form
WWZeff = mφ
2f(Z). (25)
This WWZeff corresponds to Eqs.(19) and (20). To find the explicit form of f(Z) needs dynamical information of the
model. It is the requirement that this WWZeff should coincide with W
WZ
tree in the limit of h → 0 and m → 0 with
arbitrary g/m, which yields f(Z) = 1 + Z. The same is true to determine f(Z) of Eqs.(19) and (20). This example
shows that we need some dynamical information of the SO(Nc) gauge theories to find the explicit form of f(Z)
The dynamical properties of our superpotentials for Nf ≥ Nc − 1 can be summarized as follows:
1. The classical limit of Eqs.(19) and (20) can be obtained by the same method in Ref.[15]. One can find the
behavior of Weff by invoking the definition of
Λ ∼ µ exp(−8π2/(3Nc −Nf − 6)g2), (26)
where µ is a certain reference mass scale. In the classical limit of g → 0, the resulting Weff turns out to be:
Weff →
g→0
−S ln (Λ3Nc−Nf−6) = −S (−8π2)(3Nc −Nf − 6)
(3Nc −Nf − 6)g2
=
g2
32π2
WW
8π2
g2
=
1
4
WW, (27)
which is nothing but the tree superpotential for the gauge kinetic term.
2. The SUSY minimum can be determined by the solutions to ∂Weff/∂S=0 and ∂Weff/∂T
ij=0, which are given
by S=0 and det(T )f(Z) = 0 for Nf ≥ Nc − 2, yielding the vanishing nonperturbative contributions of Eq.(22).
The solution with det(T ) = 0 points to the origin of the moduli space in the “magnetic” description while the
solution with
f(Z) = 0 (28)
may allow
det(T ) 6= 0, (29)
in the “electric” description with the Nambu-Goldstone superfields associated with det(T ) 6= 0 [32]. Since
det(T ) 6= 0, this vacuum is located away from the origin. This is the case with Nf = Nc − 1 and Nf = Nc.
Other cases with Nf ≥ Nc + 1 are based on det(T ) = 0 and f(Z) = 0. However, we find that the presence of
detNc(T ) 6= 0, where detNc(T ) is the determinant ranging over the Nc×Nc subspace of Nf ×Nf , indicates again
the usefulness of the “electric” description with the Nambu-Goldstone superfields. It turns out that f(Z) = 0
holds for Nf ≥ Nc − 1.
7From these observations, we find that the constraint of f(Z) = 0 in the classical limit (stable for Nf ≤ Nc) can take
the simplest form given by
f(Z) = (1− Z)ρ (ρ > 0), (30)
corresponding to the choice of f(Z) = 1+Z in the Wess-Zumino model. This simplest form can also be applied to the
cases with Nf > Nc by the use of the holomorphic decoupling property. This summary helps the readers understand
why the flavor symmetry breaking is allowed to occur in our approach. This is because f(Z) is introduced in our
analysis and the existence of the baryon degrees of freedom is essential.
In the SO(Nc) theories with Nf = Nc − 4 and Nf = Nc − 3, it has been demonstrated in Ref.[9] that there are
two phase branches: one with the dynamically broken flavor symmetry of SU(Nf)→ SO(Nc) and the other with the
unbroken flavor symmetry. In the symmetry broken phase, the SO(Nc) theories have no vacuum. This phase also
exists for Nf < Nc − 4 while the symmetry preserving phase exits for Nf > Nc − 3. In our superpotential approach
relying upon Eqs.(19) and (20), the flavor symmetry breaking phase can also exist for Nf > Nc − 3, where the cases
with Nf ≥ Nc − 1 are based on the solution of f(Z) = 0 while the case with Nf = Nc − 2 is based on the instanton
physics, which is discussed in the next section.
III. Nf = Nc − 2
In this section, we show the direct evidence of the presence of dynamical flavor symmetry breaking, which is induced
by the instanton of the SO(Nc) theory with Nf = Nc − 2. The instanton is known to yield contributions from the
gluinos and Nf massless quarks, which can be specified by
(λλ)Nc−2 det(ψiψj), (31)
where ψ (λ) is a spinor component of Q (S). From Eq.(A12) in the Appendix A, we find that this instanton amplitude
is equivalent to
det(φiφj), (32)
thus, yielding a SUSY preserving VEV as
det(φiφj) ∼ Λ2Nf , (33)
where φi is the i-th scalar quark. This evaluation clearly shows the appearance of the dynamical flavor symmetry
breaking of
SU(Nf)× U(1)R → SO(Nf )× U(1)R, (34)
with SO(Nf ) as a maximal subgroup.
On the other hand, our superpotential of Eq.(20) with Nf = Nc − 2 becomes
Weff = S ln
(
det (T )
Λ2Nf
)
. (35)
The SUSY minimum is determined by requiring ∂Weff/∂πi,S(≡Weff;i,S) to vanish:
Weff;i =
πS
πi
= 0, Weff;S = ln

Nf∏
i=1
πi
Λ2

 = 0, (36)
where πi represents the scalar component of T
ii and πS is the scalar component of S. Other fields such as scalar
components of T ij with i 6= j can be set to vanish at the minimum; therefore, we omit these terms. The solution to
these equations is given by Π
Nf
i=1πi = Λ
2Nf and πS = 0, leading to
det (T ) = Λ2Nf , S = 0. (37)
This vacuum is the same as Eq.(32) generated by the instantons. As a result, the maximal flavor symmetry respected
by the SO(Nc) theory turns out to be SO(Nf ) × U(1)R as in Eq.(34). In this end, the chiral Nambu-Goldstone
8superfields are produced as the low-energy degrees of freedom. This situation is similar to the one encountered in
SQCD with Nf = Nc [6, 21]. The corresponding superpotential in terms of S is given by
Weff = S ln
(
det (T )−BsBs
Λ2Nf
)
, (38)
where Bs and B¯s are flavor-singlet chiral superfields (baryons) analogous to Eq.(10) without the flavor indices,
respectively, made of quarks and anti-quarks. The solution of
det (T )−BsB¯s = Λ2Nf , S = 0, (39)
indicates the spontaneous flavor symmetry breaking.
The anomaly-matching property is seen by the use of the complementarity [16, 20]. The flavor symmetry breaking
of SU(Nf)×U(1)R is also realized in the Higgs phase by requiring 〈0|φiA|0〉 = δiAΛ for i, A = 1 ∼ Nc−2. In the Higgs
phase, the SO(Nc) gauge symmetry is broken to the SO(2) gauge symmetry. The low-energy degrees of freedom
listed in Table II are supplied by Q{ij} as the symmetric representation of SO(Nf ) and W[AB] as the chiral gauge
superfields of the SO(2) gauge symmetry. These superfields directly correspond to the Nambu-Goldstone superfields
of T ij (with Tr(T ij) = 0) associated with SU(Nf) → SO(Nf ) and to the chiral flavor-singlet “gauge” superfield of
B˜. The decoupling of S is achieved by the presence of a mass term formed by the flavor singlet field T with Tr(T )6=0,
which is not the Nambu-Goldstone mode. The presence of U(1)R requires that the “gauge” superfield of B˜ to be
massless. This masslessness of the chiral “gauge” superfield of B˜ is the indication of the appearance of a gauged U(1)
symmetry [9]. Since the Nambu-Goldstone superfields are neutral under this U(1) symmetry, this “photon” does not
interact with matter fields. Our low-energy symmetry is found to be:
U(1)loc × SO(Nf )× U(1)R, (40)
where U(1)loc is associated with the massless composite gauge superfield. This description of the SO(Nc) gauge
theory should be compared with the one in terms of “magnetic” quarks [9]. The flavor symmetry breaking is absent
and the low-energy degrees of freedom are supplied by two monopoles and the chiral “gauge” superfield of B˜, whose
anomalies match the original anomalies.
Before closing this section, let us comment on the SO(3) gauge theory. Since our confining phase respects the
constraint of Nf ≤ 3(Nc − 2)/2, Nf = 1 is selected and the flavor symmetry is just U(1)R. In this case, our
superpotential takes the simple form of
Weff = S ln
(
T
Λ2
)
, (41)
where T = Q1Q1, yielding 〈T 〉 6= 0 at the SUSY minimum. Since no flavor symmetry is broken, no Nambu-Goldstone
superfields are generated. In fact, the resulting would-be Nambu-Goldstone superfield, T − 〈T 〉, forms a mass term
with S since ∂2Weff/∂S∂T 6= 0 at 〈T 〉 6= 0. The physical particle is the massless composite gauge field of B˜ for
U(1)loc. In the Higgs phase, by the VEV of 〈φ1A〉 ∝ δ1A, SO(3) × U(1)R breaks down to SO(2) × U(1)R and the
SO(2) gauge field is the remaining massless particle. The complementarity is satisfied as expected. This Higgs
picture has been adopted in the conventional description in terms of monopoles [9]. Therefore, both approaches start
with the presence of the Higgs phase, where SO(3) breaks down to SO(2)(= U(1)loc). The conventional approach
introduces “magnetic” degrees of freedom to explain the source of the singularity at T=0 while our approach uses the
complementarity to find types of scalar condensation in the confining phase (for dynamical flavor symmetry breaking
and the Nambu-Goldstone superfields as “electric” degrees of freedom in general).
We are convinced that the SO(Nc) gauge theory with Nf = Nc − 2 allows the emergence of the dynamical flavor
symmetry breaking in the “electric” phase (for Nc 6= 3). We next would like to consider whether this phenomenon
can also be realized in other SO(Nc) gauge theories with Nf ≥ Nc − 1.
IV. Nf = Nc − 1
The effective superpotential takes the form of Eq.(19), which becomes
Weff = S
{
ln
[
det (T ) f(Z)
SΛ2Nf−3
]
+ 1
}
, (42)
9and, equivalently,
W ′eff =
det (T ) f(Z)
Λ2Nf−3
, (43)
where Z is given by
Z =
B
det(T )
, (44)
as in Eq.(12) and B is the composite of bb with the “diquark”, b, made of Nc − 1 quarks as in Eq.(9). Our SUSY
minimum can be achieved at det(T ) 6= 0 and f(Z) = 0. However, it is not obvious that Eq.(42) leads to det(T ) 6= 0
because det(T ) = 0 is also allowed at the SUSY minimum.
To understand that Eq.(42) really yields det(T ) 6= 0, we rely upon the plausible dynamical assumption that SUSY
theories with the slightly broken SUSY are continuously connected with the SUSY theories in the SUSY limit. As
shown in the Appendix B, we find that the flavor-singlet SUSY breaking does induce spontaneous flavor symmetry
breakings of all the symmetries. Therefore, the slightly broken SO(Nc) theory with Nf = Nc − 1 always provides
det(T ) 6= 0. In the limit of the unbroken SUSY, one can distinguish the vacuum with det(T ) 6= 0 from that with
det(T ) = 0 by examining whether det(T ) 6= 0 obtained in the broken SUSY theories approaches to det(T ) 6= 0 or to
det(T ) = 0 in the unbroken SUSY theories.
To deal with the SUSY breaking phase, our discussions are found to be more transparent by using the effective
superpotential of Eq.(42) expressed in terms of S than by using Eq.(43). Since we are only concerned with the soft
SUSY breaking but not with the soft flavor symmetry breaking, we adopt the simplest term that is invariant under
the whole flavor symmetries, which can be easily accommodated by the following lagrangian, Lmass, for the scalar
quarks, φiA:
−Lmass = µ2
∑
i,A
|φiA|2. (45)
Together with the potential terms arising from Weff , we find that
Veff = GT
( Nf∑
i=1
|Weff;i|2
)
+GB |Weff;B|2 +GS |Weff;S |2 + Vsoft, (46)
Vsoft = µ
2
Nf∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣ πiΛT
∣∣∣∣
2
+ µ2


∣∣∣∣∣ πBΛ2Nf−1B
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ η
(
πB
Λ
2(Nf−1)
B
+
π∗B
Λ
2(Nf−1)
B
)
 , (47)
where ΛT,B ∼ Λ, πB denotes the scalar component of B, η is a coefficient that measures the difference of the effective
operators of πB and |πB|2 and the coefficient GT comes from the Ka¨hlar potential, K, which is assumed to be diagonal,
∂2K/∂T ik∗∂T jℓ = δijδkℓG
−1
T with GT = GT (T
†T ), and similarly for GB = GB(B
†B) and GS = GS(S
†S). Since we
are interested in the SUSY-breaking phase in the vicinity of the SUSY-preserving phase, the leading terms of µ2 are
sufficient to control the SUSY breaking effects. Namely, we assume that µ2/Λ2 ≪ 1.
Our SUSY SO(Nc) dynamics at least allows one of the πi (i=1 ∼ Nf ) to develop a VEV and let this be labeled by
i = 1: |π1| = Λ2T . At this moment, det(T ) = 0 is still satisfied. The corresponding VEV at the SUSY broken vacuum
is determined by solving ∂Veff/∂πi = 0, which is computed, in the Appendix B, to be:
GTW
∗
eff;i (1− α)
πS
πi
= (1− α)GSW ∗eff;S + βX +M2T
∣∣∣∣ πiΛT
∣∣∣∣
2
, (48)
for i=1∼Nf , where α and β are defined in Eq.(B7). The SUSY breaking effect is specified by µ2|π1|2 in Eq.(48)
through M2T defined in Eq.(B17) because of π1 6= 0. From Eq.(48) with Eq.(B3), we find that∣∣∣∣ πiπ1
∣∣∣∣
2
= 1 +
(M2T /Λ
2
T )(|π1|2 − |πi|2)
(1− α)GSW ∗eff;S + βX + (M2T /Λ2T ) |πi|2
. (49)
It is obvious that πi6=1 = 0 cannot satisfy Eq.(49). In fact, πi6=1 = π1 is a solution to this problem, leading to∣∣πi=2∼Nf ∣∣ = |π1| ∼ Λ2. (50)
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As a result, all of the |πi| for i=1 ∼ Nf dynamically acquire the same VEV once one of these |πi| receives a VEV.
Furthermore, by comparing Eq.(B13) for πi with Eq.(B15) for πB, we observe that |πB | ∼ Λ2Nf .
If this vacuum structure is valid even in the SUSY limit, we further find that, from Eq.(B3) with N = Nf = Nc−1,
the condition of Weff;S = 0 provides
f(z) =

Nf−1∑
i=1
Λ2
πi

 πS
ΛπNf
, (51)
at the SUSY minimum. By replacing (1− α)πS/πNf with Weff;Nf , we reach
(1− α) f(z) =

Nf−1∑
i=1
Λ2
πi

Weff;Nf
Λ
, (52)
at z = 1. Since πi=1∼Nf−1 ∼ Λ2 as suggested by Eq.(50) and Weff;Nf = 0 required for the SUSY minimum, we finally
obtain the condition of the smooth SUSY limit on f(z):
(1 − α)f(z) = f(z)− zf ′(z) = 0, (53)
where Eq.(B7) for α is used. Since f(z) = 0 at the SUSY minimum, it requires that
f ′(z) = 0. (54)
If the simplest form of f(z) = (1− z)ρ is taken, this constraint turns out to be
(1− z)ρ−1 → 0, (55)
as z → 1, which requires that
ρ > 1. (56)
Under this condition, we expect that the relation of
∣∣πi=1∼Nf ∣∣ ∼ Λ2 is realized and yields det(T ) 6= 0. The SO(Nc)
theory with Nf = Nc − 1 turns out to have the SUSY minimum with
det(T ) 6= 0, f(Z) = 0, f ′(Z) = 0. (57)
The baryon of B satisfies
B = det(T ), (58)
leading to B 6= 0. The SO(Nc) theory generates the dynamical flavor symmetry breaking of
SU(Nf )× U(1)R → SO(Nf ), (59)
as expected.
Since the residual flavor symmetry of SO(Nc) is anomaly-free, we do not worry about the anomaly-marching.
Our low-energy spectrum contains the Nambu - Goldstone superfields that have the direct correspondence with the
massless particles in the Higgs phase. In the Higgs phase, this dynamical breakdown of SU(Nf) × U(1)R can be
realized by requiring that 〈0|φaA|0〉 = δaAΛT for a,A = 1 ∼ Nc − 1. As shown in Table III, the both spectra are
precisely coincident with each other. The decoupling of S can be achieved by the presence of the field with the
flavor-singlet linear combination of Tr(T ) and B orthogonal to the Nambu-Goldstone mode that forms a mass term
with S. Conversely, the Nambu-Goldstone mode is the leftover piece that fails to form a mass term with S. Therefore,
the existence of B is essential to provide the consistent decoupling of S.
The non-supersymmetric deformation indicates that det(T ) 6= 0 and B 6= 0. It is not obvious that this vacuum
configuration reflects the correct SUSY vacuum. We have shown that this non-supersymmetric vacuum becomes a
correct SUSY vacuum that can be produced by our “supersymmetric” superpotential only if f ′(Z) = 0 is satisfied
and that this SUSY vacuum respects the anomaly-matching property dynamically supported by the resulting Nambu-
Goldstone superfields.
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V. Nf ≥ Nc
The effective superpotential in this case becomes
Weff = S
{
ln
[
SNc−Nf−2 det (T ) f(Z)
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
]
+Nf −Nc + 2
}
, (60)
and, equivalently,
W ′eff = (Nf −Nc + 2)
[
det (T ) f(Z)
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
]1/(Nf−Nc+2)
, (61)
where Z is given by
Z =
BTNf−NcB
det(T )
, (62)
as in Eq.(13) and B is the composite made of Nc-quarks as in Eq.(10). The SUSY minimum is realized at det (T ) f(Z)
= 0. For Nf > Nc, the requirement of det (T ) = 0 is consistent with the classical limit. It will be shown that
detNc(T ) 6= 0 is obtained and that it certainly satisfies det (T ) = 0. The condition of detNc(T ) 6= 0 also ensures the
presence of the well-defined Z because at the SUSY minimum,
〈Z〉 = 〈BT
Nf−NcB〉
〈det(T )〉 =
〈B[1,...,Nc]B[1,...,Nc]〉∏Nc
i=1 πi
(63)
becomes well-defined if 〈B[1,...,Nc]〉 6= 0, where 〈T ij〉 = δijπi (i = 1 ∼ Nc) and others = 0.
With the flavor-singlet SUSY breaking accommodated by Eq.(45), the potential is given by
Veff = GT
( Nf∑
i=1
|Weff;i|2
)
+GB |Weff;B|2 +GS |Weff;S |2 + Vsoft, (64)
Vsoft = µ
2
Nf∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣ πiΛT
∣∣∣∣
2
+ µ2
∣∣∣∣∣ πBΛ2Nf−1B
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (65)
where µ2/Λ2 ≪ 1. We repeat the same discussions as those in Sec.
∣∣∣∣ πiπ1
∣∣∣∣
2
= 1 +
(M2T /Λ
2
T )(|π1|2 − |πi|2)
(1− α)GSW ∗eff;S + βX + (M2T /Λ2T ) |πi|2
, (66)
but for i = 1 ∼ Nc instead of i = 1 ∼ Nf . Again, it is obvious that πi6=1 = 0 cannot satisfy Eq.(66) and the solution
is |πi=2∼Nc | = |π1| (∼ Λ2), which also indicates πB ∼ ΛNc . From Eq.(B3) with N = Nc ≤ Nf , we find that the
condition of the smooth SUSY limit on f(z) is provided by
f(z) =
Nc−2∑
i=1
Λ2
πi
·
Nf∑
i=Nc−1
πS
Λπi
, (67)
which is transformed into
(1− α)2 f(z) =
Nc−2∑
i=1
Λ2
πi
·
Nf∑
i=Nc−1
Weff;i
Λ
. (68)
The smooth SUSY limit, giving Weff;i = 0, for the suggested minimum of πi=1∼Nc ∼ Λ2, is realized if
(1− α)2 f(z) = (f(z)− zf
′(z))2
f(z)
= 0, (69)
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which becomes
f ′(z)2
f(z)
= 0, (70)
for f(z) = 0. By using the simplest form of f(z) = (1− z)ρ, we find that
(1− z)ρ−2 → 0, (71)
as z → 1, which leads to
ρ > 2. (72)
The SUSY-preserving phase can have the smooth limit from the SUSY-broken theory with its minimum given by
|πi=1∼Nc | ∼ Λ2. It turns out that the SUSY minimum is characterized by
detNc(T ) 6= 0, f(Z) = 0,
f ′(Z)2
f(Z)
= 0. (73)
The baryon of B satisfies the quantum constraint of
det(T ) = BTNf−NcB. (74)
Then, we are left with the dynamical flavor symmetry breaking of
SU(Nf )× U(1)R → SO(Nf ), (75)
for Nf = Nc, and
SU(Nf)× U(1)R → SO(Nf )× SU(Nf −Nc)× U(1)′R. (76)
for Nf ≥ Nc + 1, where U(1)′R is defined in Table IV.
This dynamical breaking can really persist in the SUSY theories only if the anomaly-matching property is respected
for Nf ≥ Nc + 1. The dynamical breakdown of SU(Nf ) × U(1)R can also be realized by the corresponding Higgs
phase defined by 〈0|φaA|0〉 = δaAΛT for a,A = 1 ∼ Nc. The anomaly-matching is trivially satisfied in the Higgs
phase, whose spectrum is found to be precisely equal to that of the massless composite Nambu-Goldstone superfields
represented by T ab with Tr(T ab) = 0, T ia and a linear combination of TrNc(T ) and B
[12···Nc], where a, b = 1 ∼ Nc,
i = Nc + 1 ∼ Nf and TrA(T ) =
∑Nc
A=1 T
AA. These are listed in Table IV. Our superpotential, thus, assures that the
anomaly-matching is a dynamical consequence of the symmetry breakdown. No other composite fields such as those
including gauge chiral superfields are present in the low-energy spectrum. For Nf = Nc, no anomaly-matching is
required but the low-energy degrees of freedom are represented by the Nambu-Goldstone superfields. The decoupling
of S is achieved by the presence of the flavor-singlet linear combination of TrNc(T ) and B
[12···Nc], which is orthogonal
to the Nambu-Goldstone mode, that forms a mass term with S. Again, as in the case of Nf = Nc − 1, the existence
of B[12···Nc] is essential to provide the consistent decoupling of S.
VI. HOLOMORPHIC DECOUPLING
In this section, we demonstrate that the holomorphic decoupling works in our proposed effective superpotentials.
Let us first discuss the holomorphic decoupling property of Eq.(19) for Nf ≥ Nc. The property can be seen by adding
a mass of mNf to the Nf -th quark, yielding
Weff = S
[
ln
(
SNc−Nf−2 det (T ) f(Z)
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
)
+Nf −Nc + 2
]
−mNfTNfNf . (77)
At the SUSY minimum,
S = mNfT
NfNf (78)
is derived from Weff;i=Nf = 0, which is known as the Konishi anomaly relation [24]. During the course of the
decoupling of TNfNf , the field, T , can be divided into T˜ with a light flavor (Nf −1) × (Nf −1) submatrix and TNfNf
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and also B into light flavored B˜ and heavy flavored parts. The off-diagonal elements of T and the heavy flavored B
vanish at the SUSY minimum. Inserting these relations into Eq.(77), we finally obtain
Weff = S
[
ln
(
SNc−Nf−1 det(T˜ )f(Z˜)
Λ˜3Nc−Nf−5
)
+Nf −Nc + 1
]
, (79)
which is nothing but Eq.(77) by letting Nf → Nf − 1 with TNfNf decoupled, where Z˜ = B˜T˜Nf−Nc−1B˜/det(T˜ ) from
Z = B˜TNfNf T˜Nf−Nc−1B˜/TNfNfdet(T˜ ) and Λ˜3Nc−Nf−5 = mΛ3Nc−Nf−6. This decoupling is successively applied to
the SO(Nc) theory until Nf is reduced to Nc. Therefore, we observe that the decoupling is achieved by our effective
superpotentials with Nf ≥ Nc.
Next, we start with the effective superpotential for Nf = Nc:
Weff = S
[
ln
(
det (T ) f(Z)
S2Λ2Nc−6
)
+ 2
]
−mNfTNfNf . (80)
After the decoupling of TNfNf is completed, the baryon of B made of Nf quarks ceases to exist. This baryon described
by
B[1···Nf ] ∼ εA1···ANc−1ANcQ1A1 · · ·Q
Nf−1
ANc−1
Q
Nf
ANc
(81)
can be formally transformed into a color Nc baryon just with the Nf -th quark decoupled:
BANc ∼ εA1···ANc−1ANcQ1A1 · · ·Q
Nf−1
ANc−1
, (82)
which is nothing but our “diquark”-like composite bA of Eq.(8). Namely, the Z field has a smooth transition of
B[1···Nf ]B[1···Nf ]
det(T )
→ b
AbATNfNf
det(T˜ )TNfNf
=
bAbA
det(T˜ )
(
≡ B
det(T˜ )
)
. (83)
In this case, we obtain
Weff = S
[
ln
(
det(T˜ )f(Z˜)
SΛ˜2Nc−5
)
+ 1
]
, (84)
where Z˜ = B/ det(T˜ ) and Λ˜2Nc−5 = mNfNfΛ
2Nc−6. This effective superpotential is nothing but the one for Nf =
Nc − 1 given by Eq.(42) [33]. Therefore, our holomorphic decoupling property is well described by introducing this
“diquark”-like composite, which is also required to provide f(Z) = 0 instead of det(T ) = 0 in the N = 1 duality.
Having the effective superpotential of Eq.(42) for Nf = Nc−1 in our hand by the decoupling procedure, we examine
the decoupling of the Nf -th quark, which similarly suggests B
[AB]B[AB] (= B′)), where B[AB] supplied from BA with
the Nf -th quark decoupled. In the target case of Nf = Nc − 2, the low energy degrees of freedom can be supplied
by the Nambu-Goldstone superfields alone that also produce the required anomalies together with the baryonic B˜.
Furthermore, the consistent decoupling of S is achieved in the spectrum without B′ unlike in other cases. Therefore,
there is no dynamical reason that calls for B′. Namely, B′ is heavy if it exists at all. Instead, B[AB] together with the
gauge superfield, W[AB], is confined to form the chiral flavor-singlet “gauge” superfield of B˜. Without B
′, we reach
Weff = S ln
(
det(T˜ )
Λ˜2Nc−4
)
, (85)
where Λ˜2Nc−4 = mNfNfΛ
2Nc−5, which is the effective superpotential of Eq.(35) for Nf = Nc − 2.
The same procedure to reduce Nf from Nf = Nc − 2 yields
Weff = S
[
ln
(
S det(T˜ )
Λ˜2Nc−3
)
− 1
]
, (86)
where Λ˜2Nc−3 = mNfNfΛ
2Nc−4, which is the same as
Weff = S
[
ln
(
SNc−Nf−2 det (T )
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
)
+Nf −Nc + 2
]
, (87)
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for Nf = Nc − 3. It is further converted into
W ′eff = −ǫNc−Nf−2 (Nc −Nf − 2)
[
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
det (T )
]1/(Nc−Nf−2)
, (88)
which is the one realized in the branch with the spontaneous flavor symmetry breaking for Nf ≤ Nc − 3 [9].
Our proposed effective superpotentials turn out to possesses the holomorphic decoupling property provided that
1. for Nf ≥ Nc, the baryonic composites of the form of εA1···ANc−1ANcQ1A1Q2A2 · · · QNc−1ANc−1Q
Nc
ANc
take care of the
presence of f(Z),
2. for Nf = Nc−1, the composite of the form of B = bAbA with the baryonic bA = εAA1···ANc−1Q1A1Q2A2 · · ·Q
Nf
ANc−1
takes care of the presence of f(Z),
3. for Nf ≤ Nc − 2, no baryonic composites are activated and f(Z) disappears.
VII. INSTANTON EFFECTS FOR Nf ≥ Nc − 1
Since our effective superpotentials respect the holomorphic decoupling property, the SO(Nc) theories with Nf ≥
Nc−1 are reduced, by successive decoupling, to the SO(Nc) theory with Nf = Nc−2, where the instanton effects are
properly taken into account. So, the instanton effects seem to be obviously included in the effective superpotentials
with Nf ≥ Nc−1. However, it should be noted that the instanton effects in the SO(Nc) theory with more than Nc−2
massless quarks do not affect the location of the SUSY minimum. The decoupling from the case with Nf > Nc − 2
do not care about the instanton contributions. Namely, the massless SO(Nc) physics with Nf ≥ Nc − 1, where the
instanton contributions are irrelevant, differs from the partially massive SO(Nc) theory with Nf − Nc + 2 massive
quarks, where the instanton contributions are relevant. Therefore, the massless limit of the partially massive SO(Nc)
theory does not reproduce the corresponding massless SO(Nc) physics. It is, thus, not obvious that our effective
superpotentials correctly include the instanton contributions.
The massless SO(Nc) theory yields the instanton contributions from the gauginos and Nf quarks, which are
expressed as
(λλ)Nc−2 det(ψiψj). (89)
In the case with Nf −Nc + 2 massive quarks labeled by i=Nc − 1 ∼ Nf , from Eq.(A11) in the Appendix A, we find
that this instanton amplitude is further transformed into [25]:
detNc−2(φ
iφj), (90)
which is allowed to become constant while SUSY is kept unbroken. Therefore, Eq.(90) leads to
〈
Nc−2∏
i=1
φiφi〉 ∼ Λ2(Nc−2)
Nf∏
i=Nc−1
mi
Λ
, (91)
which is equivalent to
Nc−2∏
i=1
πi = cΛ
2Nc−4
Nf∏
i=Nc−1
mi
Λ
, (92)
where c is a non-vanishing coefficient.
On the other hand, our superpotentials provide the corresponding SUSY minimum derived by
∂Weff
∂πi
= 0,
∂Weff
∂πS
= 0, (93)
which give our constraints:
(1− α) πS
πi
= mi, (94)
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for the massive flavors of i = Nc − 1 ∼ Nc,
πS
πi
= mi, (95)
for the massive flavors of i = Nc + 1 ∼ Nf , and
ln

Nc−2∑
i=1
πi
Λ2
·
Nf∑
i=Nc−1
Λπi
πS
· f(z)

 = 0. (96)
Inserting Eqs.(94) and (95) into Eq.(96) gives
(1− α)2 f(z) =
Nc−2∑
i=1
Λ2
πi
·
Nf∑
i=Nc−1
mi
Λ
, (97)
for Nf ≥ Nc and
(1− α) f(z) =
Nc−2∑
i=1
Λ2
πi
· mNc−1
Λ
, (98)
for Nf = Nc − 1.
Our result of Eqs.(97) and (98) coincides with Eq.(92) from the instantons if
(1− α)n f(z) = 1
c
(99)
with n = 1 (n = 2) for Nf = Nc − 1 (Nf ≥ Nc), is satisfied. Namely, the possible mass-dependence of f(z) found in
Eqs.(97) and (98) is completely cancelled. The important constraint of
f(z) 6= 0 (100)
is required in this partially massive SO(Nc) theory. For the simplest case of f(z) = (1 − z)ρ, it leads to
z 6= 1, (101)
indicating that the classical constraint characterized by z = 1 is modified in the SO(Nc) dynamics with the Nf−Nc+2
massive quarks. Therefore, the massless limit, where all of Nf − Nc + 2 massive quarks become massless, does not
reproduce the corresponding massless theory, where f(z)=0 is preserved.
Since f(z) 6= 0, Eqs.(97) and (98) provides
πi=1∼Nc−2 6= 0. (102)
and the Konishi anomaly relation dictates
πS = πi=Nc−1∼Nf = 0. (103)
In other words, in the effective superpotential without S given by
W ′eff = ǫNf−Nc+2 (Nf −Nc + 2)
[
det (T ) f(Z)
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
]1/(Nf−Nc+2)
−
Nf∑
i=Nc−1
miT
ii, (104)
the SUSY minimum is, in fact, realized at
detNc(T ) 6= 0, f(Z) 6= 0, T ii = 0, (105)
for i = Nc − 1 ∼ Nf , as determined from Eqs.(102) and (103). Therefore, we conclude that our superpotentials
describe the correct flavor symmetry breaking with the one induced by the instantons of the SO(Nc) theories in the
case that Nf −Nc + 2 quarks get massive while Nc − 2 quarks remain massless.
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VIII. SUMMARY
We have shown that, in the SO(Nc) theory with Nf = Nc− 2, the instanton effects in the “electric” phase generate
the flavor symmetry breaking, which cannot be provided by the N = 1 description in terms of two monopoles . The
proposed effective superpotential of
Weff = S ln
(
det (T )
Λ2Nf
)
, (106)
requires
det (T ) = Λ2Nf , (107)
which defines the SUSY minimum identical to the one determined by the instantons. The similar minimum has been
already encountered in SQCD with Nf = Nc, which is based on the use of the baryon of Bs in
Weff = S ln
(
det (T )−BsBs
Λ2Nf
)
, (108)
and the constraint of
det (T )−BsB¯s = Λ2Nf (109)
is obtained and also indicates the flavor symmetry breaking. So, there is no positive reason that excludes the
possibility to use det(T ) 6= 0 in the SO(Nc) theory with Nf = Nc − 2, which has been adopted in SQCD with
Nf = Nc. The low-energy degrees of freedom are supplied by the Nambu-Goldstone superfields associated with the
breaking of SU(Nf ) → SO(Nf ) instead of magnetic monopoles. Furthermore the flavor-singlet chiral composite
“gauge” superfield is required by the complementarity to balance the U(1)R-anomaly and corresponds to the gauge
superfield of SO(2) as the subgroup of SO(Nc). The low-energy group turns out to be
SO(Nc)
loc × SU(Nf)× U(1)R → SO(2)loc × SO(Nf )× U(1)R, (110)
where the superscript of loc is used to stress the local gauge symmetry. The SO(2)loc gauge field is the massless
composite “gauge” superfield.
We have extended our discussions of this SO(Nc) theory to other SO(Nc) theories with Nf ≥ Nc − 1 to examine
the possibility to use the Nambu-Goldstone superfields as the low-energy degrees of freedom. In order for the SUSY
minimum to be located away from the origin of the moduli space, we have introduced the Z-field containing the
baryonic degrees of freedom just as used in SQCD with Nf = Nc. The baryonic degrees of freedom we have employed
are
1. color Nc-plet baryons made of (Nc − 1)-quarks for Nf = Nc − 1, and
2. color-singlet baryons made of Nc-quarks for Nf ≥ Nc.
The effective superpotentials take the form of
Weff = S
{
ln
[
SNc−Nf−2 det (T ) f(Z)
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
]
+Nf −Nc + 2
}
, (111)
equivalent to
W ′eff = ǫNf−Nc+2 (Nf −Nc + 2)
[
det (T ) f(Z)
Λ3Nc−Nf−6
]1/(Nf−Nc+2)
, (112)
from which det(T )f(Z) = 0 is obtained at the SUSY minimum.
With the help of the function of f(Z), the constraint of det(T )f(Z) = 0 replacing the conventional constraint of
det(T ) = 0 allows us to derive det(T ) 6= 0 for f(Z) = 0, where the simplest choice of f(Z) is given by f(Z) = (1−Z)ρ
(ρ > 0). It has been further discussed that the SO(Nc) dynamics with Nf ≥ Nc − 1 can generate
1. det(T ) 6= 0 and f(Z) = 0 with f ′(Z) = 0 for Nf = Nc − 1, leading to
SU(Nf )× U(1)R → SO(Nf ), (113)
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2. det(T ) 6= 0 and f(Z) = 0 with (f ′(Z))2/f(Z) = 0 for Nf = Nc, leading to
SU(Nf )× U(1)R → SO(Nf ), (114)
3. det(T ) = 0 with detNc(T ) 6= 0 and f(Z) = 0 with (f ′(Z))2/f(Z) = 0 for Nf ≥ Nc + 1, leading to
SU(Nf )× U(1)R → SO(Nc)× SU(Nf −Nc)× U(1)′R, (115)
4. det(T ) = 0 with detNc(T ) 6= 0 and f(Z) 6= 0 for Nf ≥ Nc − 1 with massive Nf −Nc + 2 quarks.
Since these vacuum configurations are hidden in our effective superpotentials, to single out the configurations, we
have used a non-supersymmetric deformation. Namely, to find det(T ) 6= 0 or detNc(T ) 6= 0 instead of det(T ) = 0
or detNc(T ) = 0 in the massless SO(Nc) theories, we have examined how the SUSY broken phase approaches to the
SUSY unbroken phase. As a result, we have shown that the smooth SUSY limit is ensured by (f ′(Z))2/f(Z) = 0
(f ′(Z) = 0), namely, ρ > 2 (ρ > 1) for Nf ≥ Nc (Nf = Nc − 1) from the simplest case of f(Z) = (1 − Z)ρ and
det(T ) 6= 0 or detNc(T ) 6= 0 is consistently generated in the unbroken SUSY theories. It is also consistent to have a
flavor symmetry breaking in the presence of Z, which is not well-defined in the limit of det(T )=B=0. At the symmetry
breaking minimum, Z becomes well-defined. Once these vacuum configurations are known, we simply choose such
vacua to analyze our effective superpotential without recourse to the supersymmetric deformation.
Our symmetry breaking respects the complementarity [16, 20], that has helped us find the anomaly-matching prop-
erty. For large VEV’s of squarks instead of vanishing VEV’s, this symmetry breaking is understood as a perturbative
Higgs phase with squark’s VEV’s giving masses to quarks and gluinos, describing the same symmetry breaking pattern
as Eqs.(110), (113), (114) and (115). A Higgs phase (large VEV’s) is smoothly connected to a confining phase (VEV’s
of O(Λ)) without going through a phase transition.
It turns out that our superpotentials generally respect
1. correct vacuum structure with instanton physics in the SO(Nc) theories with Nf −Nc+2 massive quarks, where
the classical constraint of f(Z) = 0 is modified to f(Z) 6= 0,
2. holomorphic decoupling property utilizing the baryonic degrees of freedom,
3. dynamical breakdown of the flavor SU(Nf) symmetry,
4. consistent anomaly-matching property due to the emergence of the Nambu-Goldstone superfields,
5. consistent decoupling of S by forming a mass term with Tr(T ) for Nf = Nc − 2 and with an appropriate linear
combination of Tr(T ) and B for Nf = Nc − 1 and TrNc(T ) and B[1···Nc] for Nf ≥ Nc, which is orthogonal to
the Nambu-Goldstone mode.
Our proposal that the strongly coupled SO(Nc) theories for Nf ≥ Nc − 2 generate the Nambu-Goldstone superfields
is supported by these plausible properties. It is more plausible if the recent arguments based on the matrix model
involving baryonic deformations [26] utilizing S applied to the present superpotentials would provide the consistent
description of the SO(Nc) theories, especially with Eq.(106) for Nf = Nc − 2.
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APPENDIX A: INSTANTONS
The instanton couples to massless quarks and gauginos via their zero-modes. To obtain the color and flavor singlet
form of the corresponding instanton amplitude, the collaboration of two independent instantons are appropriate as in
Fig.1, where quarks are converted into scalar quarks by gauge interactions. This instanton amplitude for gauginos (λ),
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n massless quarks (ψi=1∼n) and Nf − n massive quarks (ψi=n+1∼Nf ) with masses of mi, is defined by the following
path-integral:
I
(
j, j¯, J, J¯
)
=
1
N
exp
(
−1
2
∫
d4x
n∑
i=1
mi
δ
δji
δ
δji
+ (h.c.)
)
·
∫
DψDψ¯DλDλ¯ exp

− ∫ d4x

Nf∑
i=1
(
ψi 6Dψ¯i + ψiji + j¯iψ¯i)
+
Nc(Nc−2)/2∑
a=1
(
λa 6Dλ¯a + λaJa + J¯aλ¯a)



+ · · · , (A1)
in the Euclidean space-time with gµν=diag.(1, 1, 1, 1), where N is the normalization factor, j (J) is the source of ψ
(λ) and 6D = σµDµ with σ0 = 1, σi = iσ(i) (i=1,2,3) for σ(i) being the Pauli matrices. The interaction terms between
quarks, gauginos and their superpartners are neglected and the x- dependence of the fermions and sources are omitted
unless necessary. After usual computation, we find that
I
(
j, j¯, J, J¯
)
=
1
N
detn (j0ij0j)
Nf∏
i=n+1
mi
∫
d4xiu0i (xi)u0i (xi)
Nc−2∏
σ=1
J0σJ0σ
· exp
[∫
d4xd4y
(
j¯ (x)Sψ⊥ (x, y) j (y) + J¯ (x)S
λ
⊥ (x, y)J (y)
)]
+ · · · , (A2)
where u0i is a zero-mode eigen function of the i-th quark satisfying i 6Du0i = 0, Sψ(λ)⊥ is the Green’s function for ψ (λ)
without zero-mode contributions. The sources of j0i and J0σ, respectively, come from zero-modes of ψ and λ, and are
defined as:
j0i =
∫
d4xu0i (x) j (x) , J0σ =
∫
d4xv0σ (x)J (x) , (A3)
where v0σ is a zero-mode eigen function of the gaugino. In Eq.(A2), the contributions from superpartners of quarks
and gauginos are included to cancel det(6D). We have considered zero-modes from two independent instantons by
using two different Grassmann variables, ξ0i and ξ
′
0i, to parametrize ψj as
∑Nf
i=1(ξ0ij0i + ξ
′
0ij0i).
The contributions from zero-modes, A0, are given by
A0 =
n∏
i=1
δ
δji
δ
δji
Nc−2∏
σ=1
δ
δJσ
δ
δJσ
I
(
j, j¯, J, J¯
) ∣∣∣∣
zero mode
=
1
N
detn (u0iu0j)
Nf∏
i=n+1
mi
∫
d4xiu0i (xi)u0i (xi)
Nc−2∏
σ=1
v0σv0σ.
· exp
[∫
d4xd4y
(
j¯ (x)Sψ⊥ (x, y) j (y) + J¯ (x)S
λ
⊥ (x, y)J (y)
)]
. (A4)
However, for n 6= 0, SUSY does not allow this amplitude with j = j¯ = J = J¯ = 0, corresponding to
〈(λλ)Nc−2detn(ψiψj)〉, (A5)
to become constant because Eq.(A5) breaks SUSY if it develops a VEV. The appropriate amplitude giving a SUSY-
preserving constant can be obtained by including the gauge interactions of φi†λψi that convert λψi into φi. Namely,
from the amplitude of
δ
δj†i (x)
I
(
j, j¯, J, J¯, jφ, j
†
φ
)
, (A6)
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where I(j, j¯, J, J¯ , jφ, j
†
φ) is I(j, j¯, J, J¯) with contributionsfrom scalar quarks included and jφ and j
†
φ are the sources of
scalar quarks, φ and φ†, that enter in I(j, j¯, J, J¯, jφ, j
†
φ) as j
i†
φ φ
i + φi†jiφ, one can derive that
exp

√2ig ∫ d4y Nf∑
k=1
δ
δjkφ(y)
δ
δJ(y)
δ
δjk(y)

 δ
δji†φ (x)
I
(
j, j¯, J, J¯, jφ, j
†
φ
)
=
√
2igD (x)
δ
δJ(x)
δ
δji(x)
I
(
j, j¯, J, J¯ , jφ, j
†
φ
)
+ · · · , (A7)
where
D (x) =
∫
d4yDF (y, x) (A8)
with DF (x, y) being the Green’s function of φ.
It is obvious that, only if n=Nc−2, the successive use of Eq.(A7) can transform the instanton amplitude of Eq.(A4)
to give
〈detNc−2
(
φiφj
)〉 = (√2igD)2(Nc−2)A0
∣∣∣∣
j=j¯=J=J¯=jφ=j
†
φ
=0
, (A9)
which corresponds to Fig.1. The amplitude corresponding to a VEV consisting of all scalars like Eq.(A9) can preserve
SUSY if it becomes constant. From Eq.(A9), we finally expect that
Nf∏
k=Nc−1
∂
∂mk
〈detNc−2
(
φiφj
)〉 ∼ Λ2(Nc−2), (A10)
leading to
〈detNc−2
(
φiφj
)〉 ∼ Λ2(Nc−2) Nf∏
i=NC−1
mi
Λ
. (A11)
Especially for Nf = Nc − 2, it is reduced to be
〈det (φiφj)〉 ∼ Λ2Nf . (A12)
APPENDIX B: BROKEN SUSY
The potential that we have to minimize is given by Eq.(46) for Nf = Nc − 1 and Eq.(64) for Nf ≥ Nc, which we
express as:
Veff = GT
( Nf∑
i=1
|Weff;i|2
)
+GB|Weff;B|2 +GS |Weff;λ|2 + Vsoft, (B1)
Vsoft = µ
2
Nf∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣ πiΛT
∣∣∣∣
2
+ µ2


∣∣∣∣∣ πBΛNB−1B
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ η
(
πB
ΛNB−2B
+
π∗B
ΛNB−2B
) , (B2)
where NB = 2Nf for Nf = Nc − 1, NB = Nc and η = 0 for Nf ≥ Nc. Weff;i,B,S are given by
Weff;i=1∼N = (1− α) πS
πi
, Weff;i=N+1∼Nf =
πS
πi
, Weff;B = nα
πS
πB
,
Weff;S = ln
[
det(π)f(z)
π
Nf−Nc+2
S Λ
3Nc−Nf−6
]
(B3)
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with N = Nc − 1 for Nf = Nc − 1 and N = Nc for Nf ≥ Nc, where z is the VEV of the Z field:
z =
〈0|B|0〉
〈0| det(T )|0〉 =
πB∑Nf
i=1 πi
, (B4)
for Nf = Nc − 1 and
z =
〈0|BTNf−NcB|0〉
〈0| det(T )|0〉 =
π2B∑Nc
i=1 πi
, (B5)
for Nf ≥ Nc, which are expressed as:
z =
πnB∑N
i=1 πi
, (B6)
with n = 1 for N = Nc − 1 = Nf and n = 2 for N = Nc ≤ Nf . The coefficients, α and β, contain the derivative of
f(z) defined by
α = z
f ′(z)
f(z)
, β = zα′. (B7)
After a little calculus, we find that
G′T |πi|2
Nf∑
j=1
|Weff;j|2 + (α− 1)GTW ∗eff;a
πS
πi
+ βGT
N∑
j=1
W ∗eff;j
πS
πj
+nβGBW
∗
eff;B
πS
πB
+ (1− α)GSW ∗eff;S + πi
∂Vsoft
∂πi
= 0, (B8)
from ∂Veff/∂πi = 0 with i = 1 ∼ N , where the subscript of i is not summed,
G′T |πi|2
Nf∑
j=1
|Weff;j |2 −GTW ∗eff;i
πS
πi
+GSW
∗
eff;S + πi
∂Vsoft
∂πi
= 0, (B9)
from ∂Veff/∂πi = 0 with i = N + 1 ∼ Nf only for Nf > Nc, where the subscript of i is not summed,
G′B|πB |2|Weff;B|2 − nβGT
N∑
i=1
W ∗eff;i
πS
πi
+ n (−α+ nβ)GBW ∗eff;B
πS
πB
+nαGSW
∗
eff;S + πB
∂Vsoft
∂πB
= 0, (B10)
from ∂Veff/∂πB = 0 and
G′S |πS |2|Weff;S |2 + (1− α)GT
N∑
i=1
W ∗eff;i
πS
πi
+GT
Nf∑
i=N+1
W ∗eff;i
πS
πi
+nαGBW
∗
eff;B
πS
πB
− (Nf −Nc + 2)GSW ∗eff;S + πS
∂Vsoft
∂πS
= 0, (B11)
from ∂Veff/∂πS = 0. By introducing parameters denoted by X and Y :
X = GT
N∑
i=1
W ∗eff;i
πS
πi
− nGBW ∗eff;B
πS
πB
, Y = GT
Nf∑
i=1
W ∗eff;i
πS
πi
, (B12)
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and by using Eq.(B2) for Vsoft and Eq.(B3) for Weff;i,B, we finally arrive at
GT
∣∣∣∣(1− α) πSπi=1∼N
∣∣∣∣
2
= (1− α)GSW ∗eff;S + βX +M2T
∣∣∣∣ πiΛT
∣∣∣∣
2
, (B13)
GT
∣∣∣∣ πSπi=N+1∼Nf
∣∣∣∣ = GSW ∗eff;S +M2T
∣∣∣∣ πiΛT
∣∣∣∣
2
, (B14)
GB
∣∣∣∣nαπSπB
∣∣∣∣
2
= n
(
αGSW
∗
eff;S − βX
)
+ µ2B
πB
ΛNB−2B
+M2B
∣∣∣∣∣ πBΛNB−1B
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (B15)
(Nf −Nc + 2)GSW ∗eff;S = Y − αX +M2S
∣∣∣∣ πSΛ2S
∣∣∣∣
2
, (B16)
where the mass terms of M2T,B,S and µ
2
B are defined by
M2T = µ
2 +G′TΛ
2
T
Nf∑
i=1
|Weff;i|2, M2B = µ2 +G′BΛ2B|Weff;B|2,
M2S = G
′
SΛ
2
S |Weff;S|2, µ2B = ηµ2. (B17)
It is readily observed that Eqs.(B13)∼(B16) do not permit the solutions with πi=N+1∼Nf=πB=πS=0 for πi=1∼N ∼
Λ2. In fact, from Eq.(B14), πS 6= 0 because of M2T |πi| 6= 0 for i = 1 ∼ N and πi=N+1∼Nf ,B = 0 are not allowed
in Eqs.(B14) and (B15) because of πS 6= 0. Therefore, the solutions indicate the announced property that the
flavor-singlet SUSY breaking induces the breakdown of the entire flavor symmetries possessed by the SUSY theory.
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TABLE Captions
TABLE I: Quantum numbers of quarks, QiA, and gauge fields, W[AB], where ADJ stands for the adjoint represen-
tation of SO(Nc).
TABLE II: For Nf = Nc − 2, quantum numbers of superfields in the Higgs phase and the confining phase, where
SYM and ADJ, respectively, stand for the symmetric and adjoint representations of the SO-group, Q{ij}
denotes the symmetrization with respect to i and j in Qij and SO(2) is the subgroup of SO(Nc) labeled by
A=1,2.
TABLE III: The same as in TABLE II but for Nf = Nc − 1. The singlet combination in the confining phase is the
state orthogonal to the one decoupled with S.
TABLE IV: MThe same as in TABLE II but for Nf ≥ Nc, where A,B, a, b run from 1 through Nc, i runs from
Nc + 1 through Nf , TrA(Q) =
∑Nc
A=1Q
{AA}, TrA(T ) =
∑Nc
A=1 T
AA. The singlet combination in the confining
phase is the state orthogonal to the one decoupled with S and QiA is absent for Nf = Nc.
Figure Caption
FIG. 1: Graphical representation of the instanton amplitude for Nf ≥ Nc−2, where each instanton couples to Nc−2
gauginos (λ), n massless quarks (ψi=1...n) and Nf − n massive quarks (ψi=n+1...Nf ) and crossed marks indicate
the mass-insertion. This graph is specific to n = Nc − 2.
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field SO(Nc) SU(Nf ) U(1)R
QiA Nc Nf (Nf −Nc + 2)/Nf
W[AB] ADJ 1 1
TABLE I: Quantum numbers of quarks, QiA, and gauge fields, W[AB], where ADJ stands for the adjoint representation of
SO(Nc).
Higgs confining SO(2) SO(Nf ) U(1)R
Q{ij} T ij 1 SYM 0
W[12] B˜ ADJ(=1) 1 1
TABLE II: For Nf = Nc − 2, quantum numbers of superfields in the Higgs phase and the confining phase, where SYM and
ADJ, respectively, stand for the symmetric and adjoint representations of the SO-group, Q{ij} denotes the symmetrization
with respect to i and j in Qij and SO(2) is the subgroup of SO(Nc) labeled by A=1,2.
Higgs confining SO(Nf )
Q{ij} T ij SYM
Tr(Q) Tr(T ), B 1
TABLE III: The same as in Table II but for Nf = Nc−1. The singlet combination in the confining phase is the state orthogonal
to the one decoupled with S.
Higgs confining SO(Nc) SU(Nf −Nc) U(1)R′
Q{AB} T ab SYM 1 0
QiA T
ia
Nc Nf −Nc 1
TrA(Q) TrA(T ),B
[12···Nc] 1 1 0
TABLE IV: The same as in Table II but for Nf ≥ Nc, where A,B, a, b run from 1 through Nc, i runs from Nc +1 through Nf ,
TrA(Q) =
∑Nc
A=1Q
{AA}, TrA(T ) =
∑Nc
A=1 T
AA. The singlet combination in the confining phase is the state orthogonal to the
one decoupled with S and QiA is absent for Nf = Nc.
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FIG. 1: Graphical representation of the instanton amplitude for Nf ≥ Nc− 2, where each instanton couples to Nc− 2 gauginos
(λ), n massless quarks (ψi=1...n) and Nf −n massive quarks (ψi=n+1...Nf ) and crossed marks indicate the mass-insertion. This
graph is specific to n = Nc − 2.
